
4-Up Open 10 mile
Team Time Trial

Promoted for and on behalf of Cycling Time Trials under their rules and regulations

Event Promoter:  Tim Beaven
07775 700757
timbeaven@gmail.com

Timekeeper: Sue Holliday
(South East Mids District)

at RAF Weston on the Green on Tuesday 25th June

Thank you all for your team entries. We have a pretty respectable 22 teams on the start line. Details of your start time are shown at the 
end, once we’ve got through the safety issues for the event.

Signing on will be conducted on the patio just outside the main building close to the toilet block, and will be open from 18:00. 
Please do not park anywhere near the area of the small roundabout by sign on (this area is reserved for the RAF), continue round to the 

left to the main car parks.

The event is run over four laps of the perimeter track of RAF Weston-on-the-Green on closed roads, so the only danger out there is other 
riders, and a gate post. We wish you all the best for a good, hard race.

There will be a prize presentation on the evening once the results have been collated, so stick around after your ride for a tea or coffee 
and maybe a slice or two of homemade cake. Mmmmmm, almond!!

OS Ref Distance
533204 START at a point marked before the main stand 0.00

Continue for 1 circuit to pass the start point 2.479
Continue for 3 more circuits. 9.916

532203 After 4 circuits go past the start to a point opposite the third
fence post where FINISH

10.000

Course Description - Course Key: H2.5/20

WARNING!!
The RAF station is still in active service, so there is a chance that the event may be cancelled at very short notice because of military 

operations. Please be aware that there may be a late cancellation, but that this is beyond the organiser’s control.

Getting there: RAF Weston on the Green is just off of the A34, south of Junction 9 of the M40. Use OX25 3TQ in your sat nav.



Safety Notes
Warming up: You may use the track to warm up from about 18:00, once you have signed on and have a number on your back.  

The track must be clear from 18:50. You are welcome to use turbo trainers to warm up in the car park. If you wish to warm up on the road, 
please take care when leaving RAF Weston-on-the-Green as traffic speeds are high when passing by the entrance.

Whilst racing, keep to the right hand side of the track – even on the left hand bend, unless your team are overtaking another team.
Whilst overtaking another team use the middle of the track, leaving room for a third overtaking team on your left.

If you catch up 3 teams in the midst of overtaking then do not attempt to overtake.

If you get dropped by your team then you must leave the track at the next exit.

Any team with less than 3 riders must leave the track at the next exit.

Please take care in front of the grandstand, where a gate post narrows the road on the right hand side of the track. 
This is marked with a high vis vest and a cone.

When you cross the finish line do not just sit up and slow down.  There are 2 exits on the left before the first right turn. Make sure it is 
clear behind you before exiting the track.

Do not warm down on the track.
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Prize and Categories

Fastest Teams
(Any CTT Legal Bikes & Clothing)

Men’s Women’s

Road Bikes Only
(No Tri bars, TT helmets, Discs or Tri Spokes)

Men’s Women’s

Only 1 prize per team

Position Prize (per team)

1st £60

2nd £40

Position Prize (per team)

1st £60

2nd £40

Position Prize (per team)

1st £40

2nd £20

Position Prize (per team)

1st £40

2nd £20


